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Support Of NRG

I am here on behalf of the future, yes the future of Ventura County and our grandchildren I am not here on behalf of 
birds that do not pay taxes. As a representative of a local business that emplyes almost 200 people. 
Here is what I know to be true: The Puente Power Project is a 24 hours a day 7 days a week reliable! 
It reduces ocean wqter use by 82 % .... Its foot print will also shrink. 
It requires 10 minutes to fire up its natural gas power turbine engines. 
That is a reduction of over 9 hours which is the currret time required to fire boilers that resemble WWII battleships. 
Natural Gasis a very reliable, abundent, cost effective and pardon the pun, more bag for our buck. 
The fossil fuel term is out dated. Looking at combnusttion turbines may look complicated, they are not. they are a jet 
engine , a simple cycle combustion turbine, that allows for waste heat recovery, making it very effecient. 
Examiing NRG's reputable reputation excites us that the Puente Power Stationproject will in fact execute all they 
have negociated and provide alll os us a much cleaner, more attractive faciloty, that will allow biusineses to grow, 
employment, to flurish, and new homes and desstination projects to move forward. 

In closing since passion was interjected into the conversation.... there were many of ustopassionate about building 
our business, paying texts, and community to attend the knee jerk hyperballyover the gas lines and wells. I am also 
dismayed at the City Managers lack of passion about losing outontax money, i gues I did not know he is a volenteer 
and does not draw a salary, Then goes babble and create fear that rescue personal will not make it to a fire. Never 
heard of animals paying for emgergency personell, If the oceans are going to rise,,, to the crazy levels that crazy 
emotional driven Clubs are perdicting, then someone shoujld call LAX, close the airport. My name is Bruce Holley, I 
am a resident of Oxnard, I am proud tolive here, I am not racially motivated so it makes it very diffiucult to 
understand the sad pah some of those peole voiced. I am in full swupport of NRG breaking ground and 
realyyprepring for the future. Thank :))
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